Front Label
2-1/8" x 2-3/4"
Use only on dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens 8 weeks of age and older

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- Fipronil .............................................. 0.29%
- S-Methoprene ................................... 0.27%

OTHER INGREDIENTS: ......................... 69.44%

TOTAL: ........................................ 100.0%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
See Inside Booklet For Additional Precautionary Statements

EPA Reg. No. 87093-8-91300
EPA Est. No. 5383-TX-002

Distributed by Promika, LLC.
1204 Village Market Place, #273
Morrisville, NC 27560

Back Booklet Base
1-13/13” x 1-13/16”
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS. CAUTION. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Avoid breathing spray. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Persons applying this product must wear rubber gloves.

HAZARDS TO DOMESTIC ANIMALS. For external use only. Do not use on kittens and puppies under 8 weeks of age. Causes moderate eye irritation. Take care not to spray in the pet's eyes or facial area. Individual sensitivities may occur after using ANY pesticide product for pets. If signs of sensitivity occur bathe your pet with mild soap and rinse with large amounts of water. If signs continue, consult a veterinarian immediately. Certain
medications can interact with pesticides. Consult a veterinarian before using this product on medicated, debilitated, aged, pregnant or nursing animals.

**PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARD**
Flammable. Keep away from heat and open flame.

**FIRST AID**
If in eyes: Hold eyes open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
If inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person. HOTLINE NUMBER Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. For more information on this pesticide product (including health concerns, medical emergencies or pesticide incidents), you may call 1-844-685-9173.
ShieldTec Flea & Tick Pet Spray kills fleas and ticks to control infestations for at least 30 days. Stops and prevents infestation of fleas and ticks.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO APPLY PRODUCT. TO PREVENT HARM TO YOU AND YOUR PET, READ ENTIRE LABEL AND ATTACHED DIRECTIONS BEFORE EACH USE. Follow all directions and precautionary statements carefully. Use only on dogs or cats. Do not use on rabbits. Do not use on any other animals.
How to Open
1. When opening, do not hold or pull the trigger.
2. To open, lift up on the nozzle tab and turn the nozzle a quarter turn.
3. To close, turn the nozzle a quarter turn back to the locked position.

How to Apply:
1. Wear protective rubber gloves.
2. Hold bottle in upright position. Ruffle the pet's hair with one gloved hand while applying spray to the pet's back, sides, abdomen, legs, shoulders and neck.
3. For head and eye area, spray ShieldTec Flea & Tick Pet Spray on a gloved hand and rub gently into pet's hair.
Spray approximately 1 to 2 sprays (approximately 0.06 to 0.12 fl oz) per pound of the pet’s body weight. Do not get this product in your pet’s eyes or mouth. Apply spray until pet’s hair is damp to thoroughly wet. Pets with long or dense hair require the higher rate. As with any flea control product, wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly with soap and water after use. Dispose of gloves after use. Apply ShieldTec Flea & Tick Pet Spray monthly, for year-round protection. Application directly onto ticks is not required for control. Do not reapply spray for 30 days. ShieldTec Flea & Tick Pet Spray remains effective after bathing and exposure to water and sunlight.
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in original container. Keep away from fire, sparks and heated surfaces. Store in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children and pets.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Emergency: 1-844-665-9173
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